
How would you improve the user experience in
Whatsapp?
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1.0 Problem
Whatsapp is one of the most used messaging platforms in the world with over 2 Billion monthly
active users in 180 countries owing to its simplicity and security i.e. end-to-end encryption. It
has beautifully leveraged the network effect to make more and more people use its platform for
messaging. So in order to stay at the top, Whatsapp needs to make users feel engaged with the
platform. As more people feel engaged their stickiness to the platform increases and their churn
decreases. For this, the overall user experience of the platform plays a crucial role.

Not having a simple and engaging user experience will reduce the trust of users on Whatsapp.
This can affect the engagement of users with the platform and in some extreme cases it would
lead to churn of users as they would switch to some other messaging platform.

So, in order to avoid this, Whatsapp needs to improve its user experience. Keeping in mind the
journey of various user personas(Refer Appendix 6.2), following problems were identified where
the user experience of Whatsapp could be improved:

1.1 Inability to filter out unread
chats

Description:
1. If a user is involved in too many

conversations then the unread
messages would go down in the chat
section and users might miss them.

2. Currently users rely on either
notifications or scrolling down to find
out the unread ones.

3. Thus, effort is required from users’
side to scroll down and locate unread
chats, which is a task in itself.

Impact: Leads to dissatisfaction of users due
to missed communication opportunity and lot
of time taken to search for unread chats

1.2 Inability to keep track of
groups

Description:
1. Users are a part of so many groups

that they lose count of them.
2. So it becomes difficult for them to

remember names of all the groups
and search for any of the groups on
their own using the search bar.

3. This creates barrier in staying
connected with groups

Impact: Leads to high cognitive load in the



search process and hence sub-par user
experience

1.3 Inability to find important
contacts easily and quickly

Description:
1. Users have to scroll through a lot of

contacts to search for a specific
contact to message to which might be
urgent or important.

2. This arduous search process takes a
lot of time and effort from users’ side.

Impact: Leads to disorganization, high
search time and barrier in communication



2.0 Solutions

2.1 Introduce a separate Unread messages section

Pain Point 1.1 Inability to filter out unread chats

User Persona Most relevant for 1 i.e. Rahul(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature Description This section will display all the unread messages that the users have
in one single continuous feed.

Implementation
Steps

1. When a user taps on the top right menu shown by three
vertical dots, amongst all the options there will be an option
of ‘Show unread messages’.

2. Once the user taps on it, instead of the normal chat feed
shown, there will be a new feed showing all the unread
messages.

3. There will be 2 more sections to the side of all the unread
messages section.

4. These will be ‘Personal’ and ‘Groups’ to segregate unread
chats based on personal contacts and group contacts
respectively.

5. The number of unread messages would be shown alongside
the section titles.

6. As the user reads a message, the number of unread chats
decreases accordingly.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BT77owgl8Hz205PMiH_wXdwgQB4T8Ax0EL_gBzmChQo/edit#heading=h.151wird89wts


Mock ups

Refer 2.1 here for detailed mockup

https://www.figma.com/file/Fx8gvslcQmB53Z2P9ChUuV/Whatsapp?node-id=0%3A1


Other ways to solve
this problem that
were discarded

Introducing a separate filter option at the top to the left of the menu.
This filter would have the option to filter based on all the unread
messages as well as personal or group messages. Discarded this
option because the UI for it would not gel with the overall simplistic
UI of Whatsapp. Thus, hampering the overall user experience.

2.2 Introduce a separate Groups section

Pain Point 1.2 Inability to keep track of groups

User Persona Most relevant for 2 i.e. Reema(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature Description This section will provide one stop access to users of all the groups
that they are part of..

Implementation
Steps

1. When a user taps on the floating button on the bottom right of
the main screen to create a new message, instead of just
viewing all the contacts, we will now see 2 sections, Contacts
and Groups.

2. When the user taps on the Groups tab, they can view all the
groups that they are part of.

3. Under each group, users will be able to see the join date
4. At the top the total number of contacts as well as the total

number of groups will be displayed.
5. Users will have the option to select a single or multiple

groups together to leave and delete the groups.
6. There will also be an option to create a new group just below

the Groups tab.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BT77owgl8Hz205PMiH_wXdwgQB4T8Ax0EL_gBzmChQo/edit#heading=h.151wird89wts


Mock ups

Refer 2.2 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to solve
this problem that
were discarded

Introducing a separate Groups tab on the main screen. Discarded
because having this solution would clutter the title tab space and
users would have to put effort to switch tabs from personal to group
to status to call logs, which would be a tedious process.

2.3 Introduce ability to customize contacts into categories

Pain Point 1.3 Inability to find important contacts easily and quickly

User Persona Most relevant for 1 and 2  i.e. Rahul and Reema(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature Description This option will help users categorize contacts into different tabs
which will be shown on the main screen in the tabs section alongside
status and call logs. These tabs will be based on users’ needs like
family tab, friends tab, groups tab, work tab etc.

Implementation
Steps

1. When a user taps on the top right menu shown by three
vertical dots, amongst all the options there will be an option
of ‘Customize tabs’.

https://www.figma.com/file/Fx8gvslcQmB53Z2P9ChUuV/Whatsapp?node-id=0%3A1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1BT77owgl8Hz205PMiH_wXdwgQB4T8Ax0EL_gBzmChQo/edit#heading=h.151wird89wts


2. Once the user taps on it, there will be a blank tab created on
the main screen with all the  list of contacts shown to add
from.

3. Users can select multiple contacts at once to add it to the
blank tab.

4. When a user taps on the blank tab title, they can name the
tab according to their requirements.

5. If the user wants to delete the tab created, then they need to
long press on the tab and there will be a pop-up displayed
which asks the user ‘Do you want to delete this tab?’ and
provides options ‘OK’ and ‘Cancel’ at the bottom of the pop
up.

6. When the user taps on ‘OK’, the tab gets deleted and when
they tap on ‘Cancel’, the tab doesn’t get deleted.

7. Similarly if a user wants to add another tab, then they have to
repeat the procedure starting from step 1.

Mock ups





Refer 2.3 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to solve
this problem that
were discarded

Introduce tags to add similar contacts in one tag. For eg. adding
family contacts in Family tag or adding work colleagues contacts in
Work tag. So, when a user taps on the search bar all the tags will be
displayed below it and the user can easily select any of the tags.
Discarded because users will have to actively tap on the search bar
to search for different tags which increases effort from the side of the
user.

https://www.figma.com/file/Fx8gvslcQmB53Z2P9ChUuV/Whatsapp?node-id=0%3A1


3.0 Prioritization
Prioritization will be done based on RICE framework which is defined as follows:

1. Reach(R) Percentage of users this solution will have an impact on. 20%-Low; 50%-Medium;
80%-high; 100%-Massive

2. Impact(I) on the goal of Whatsapp(providing superior user experience). 0.25-Minimal ; 0.5-Low ;
1-Medium ; 2-High ; 3-Massive

3. Confidence(C) on the solution based on available data: 20%-low ; 50%-Medium ; 80%-High ;
100%-Massive

4. Effort(E) in person-months. 1-low effort items; 2-medium effort items;  3-high effort items; 4- very
high effort items

5. RICE score = R*I*C/E

S.N. Solution R I C E RICE
Score

2.1 Introduce a separate Unread messages section 80 2 80 1 12800

2.2 Introduce a separate Groups section 50 2 50 1 5000

2.3 Introduce ability to customize contacts into categories 20 2 50 2 1000

Final Priority order: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3



4.0 Success Metrics

S.N. Solution Metrics to measure

2.1 Introduce a separate Unread
messages section

1. #taps per user on the Unread messages
section per week

2. #users using Unread messages
section(i.e. Reading unread messages
using this section) per week

3. %times users access unread chats from
the Unread messages section as
compared to normal chat feed

4. %times users tap on the Unread
messages section but do not read unread
chats

5. Change in Net Promoter score
month-on-month

2.2 Introduce a separate Groups
section

1. #taps per user on the Groups section after
tapping on the floating button at the
bottom right per week

2. #users using Groups section(i.e. Scrolling
through the groups or tapping on any
group) per week

3. %times users access groups from the
Groups section as compared to normal
chat feed

4. %times users tap on the floating button on
the bottom right but do not tap on the
Groups section

5. Change in Net Promoter score
month-on-month

2.3 Introduce ability to customize
contacts into categories

1. #users who tap on ‘Customize tabs’
section at least once

2. %users who have created customized
tabs at least once

3. #users who have created more than one
customized tabs

4. %users who have not created a
customized tab after tapping on the
‘Customize tab’ section

5. #users actively using customized tabs
daily(i.e. reading and replying to
messages within the customized tabs)

6. Change in Net Promoter score



month-on-month



5.0 Summary
I deduced the goal of Whatsapp, which is to provide a superior user experience on its platform,
based on its mission statement(refer Appendix 6.1). In order to do this, I looked into the journey
of various user personas(refer Appendix 6.2) and identified a few areas where the user
experience could be improved.

I could identify three major pain points in the app and came up with a solution for each one of
them by discarding others via trade offs. The solutions are:

1. Introduce a separate Unread messages section
2. Introduce a separate Groups section
3. Introduce ability to customize contacts into categories

All the three solutions are important to implement. But to decide which solution needs to be
implemented first in order to create the maximum impact, I prioritized these solutions based on
its Reach, Impact on the goal of Whatsapp, Confidence and Engineering Effort required. All the
solutions are totally aligned to the mission statement of Whatsapp. So, the final order in which I
would implement all the above mentioned 3 solutions are 1, 2 and then 3.



6.0 Appendix

6.1 Goal
The mission of Whatsapp is to facilitate a boundaryless communication channel which is easy to
use for people from every corner of the world. Currently, Whatsapp is successful in providing a
boundaryless communication channel and it is relatively easy to use for people across the
world. To further increase the ease of use for people, it needs to provide a superior user
experience as compared to its competitors. Thus, we can say that the current overarching goal
of Whatsapp is to provide superior user experience on its platform in order to increase
engagement and retention of its users.

6.2 User Persona

S.N. User Identification User Story

1. Rahul 1. 26 years old
2. Working professional

in IT industry
3. Bengaluru

A tech-savvy person who uses the app
quite frequently i.e. around 100 messages
a day. So, he is a power user of the app.

Since he stays away from his family, he
chats with his friends, family and
colleagues all day on the app.

Because of his busy work schedule, he
gets hundreds of messages within a short
time span and has difficulty in parsing
through unread chats to determine which
ones are urgent or important.

2. Reema 1. 38 years old
2. Teacher in a school
3. Nashik

A not so tech savvy person who uses the
app normally i.e. around 20-30 messages
a day. So, she is a normal user of the app.

She stays with her family and is busy
teaching to students during the school
hours.

She finds it difficult to keep track of the
different student groups that she has
created for all the sections from all the
standards in the school where she
teaches. She sometimes misses important



messages sent by her family members
because they hide somewhere in the
plethora of messages that she receives
during the day.


